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Surrounded by a blanket of hot pavement impervious to water, this tree declines more each year from heat and drought.

In a previous paper on noninfectious diseases of trees (WTT, August 1964, pg. 10), cold injury and the mechanics of freezing of plant tissues were discussed. This paper is concerned with the influence of heat, and deficiency or excess of water.

Heat Injury

The concept of heat injury to plants is based on the ability of the temperature of plant tissue to exceed greatly that of the environment. It is most difficult and often not possible to separate the effects of heat injury per se from those of drying or even light. However, heat injury is most likely to occur under conditions of near or saturated humidity. Several reasons are offered to explain this. Under saturation, the plant is not only unable to lose excessive heat rapidly, but plant tissue with adequate water is more susceptible than when drier, and loss of water from plant tissues through transpiration is essentially a cooling process. In addition, because of their high water content, young, fleshy, or succulent tissues are more predisposed to increased physiological activity, and thus are more susceptible to heat damage than those which are older or hardened.

The severity of damage from heat may vary from relatively innocuous premature defoliation of leaves of deciduous trees in midsummer, to death of cambial tissues of woody stems. Heat injuries of most significance to health of trees are “sunscaId” of stems on exposed sides and basal stem canker at ground line. Sunscald most often results from thawing out of the smooth bark of trees exposed to direct sunlight and the air temperature is below freezing, the exposed tissue of the stem becomes heated above the freezing point, whereas the opposite side remains below freezing. The heat results in drying of tissue, with contraction of cells, and subsequent separation of tissues along lines of least resistance. Since the loss of water from the stem cannot be replaced, the bark tissue cracks along several vertical lines, and the affected area assumes the elongated form of an elliptical canker. Invariably these bark ruptures invite invasion by insects and microorganisms, and a genuine infectious canker may...
result. If no infection occurs, the stem will callus normally, and a rough textured surface may result. As with all dead tissues and potentially cankerous areas, bark so affected should be removed aseptically to prevent serious infection and stimulate clean healing. Valuable trees may be protected by wrapping or shading to avoid such damage. Particularly vulnerable to sunscald are newly exposed trees left for shade in residential areas newly developed from natural forest. Small trees with smooth bark are the most likely to be badly affected. Judicious landscape planning by a trained arborist may avoid the trouble.

Basal stem canker from heat injury is produced when the temperature at the ground line may be in excess of air temperature by 20-40°F. It is largely confined to seedlings or very small saplings that have not acquired much of an insulating layer of cork in the bark. With the air temperature at 90°F, the soil temperature may reach as much as 140°F, and the bark tissue is often literally cooked. If damage is localized on one side, the dead tissue generally becomes invaded by microorganisms. These in turn may cause genuine, infectious cankers that may or may not girdle the stem. If the bark of the stem is killed on all sides by the heat, the stem above will die eventually. Before it does, however, some changes occur providing evidence of the cause. As with all girdling of bark, if the wood remains intact, sugars elaborated in the foliage accumulate just above the girdle, which they cannot pass, and the stem may be conspicuously swollen at this point. A mild form of heat injury occurs with excessive exudation of sugars from leaves, often depositing a white crystalline mass on leaf surfaces. Such a condition is associated with an excessive amount of water loss, as a result of high enzymatic activity within the cell sap. If the exudations are heavy and sustained, accumulation of salts on leaf surfaces may become toxic and cause the death of leaf tissues.

One type of heat injury associated with prolonged drouth is called "midsummer leaf drop." This is common of certain shade trees in the Midwest and elsewhere. Although affected trees most often recover quickly, the sudden loss of a large proportion of the foliage may be quite a shock, especially to urban trees surrounded by unusually hot pavement. The intense heat brings about a sudden yellowing of large numbers of entire leaves, without typical interveinal or marginal burning as caused more typically by drouth alone. Associated with the yellowing and most likely the direct cause of it, is premature formation of corky abscission layers at the base of leaf petioles. Since leaf abscission is influenced by auxin formation and distribution, it is probable that the heat, accompanied by drouth, brings about a change in the auxin mechanism similar to that responsible for normal leaf fall at the end of the growing season.

With direct heat injury the tissue may be affected violently. Heat accelerates both chemical and physical reactions within cells. When the tissue appears to be destroyed by heat alone, the movement of the protoplasm within the cells may accelerate violently. With resulting chemical breakdown the structure of the cell membrane may be destroyed. Associated with the collapse of the protoplasm are the liberation of fatty chemicals and the final solidification of the bulk of the protoplasm, composed essentially of proteins.

Indirect heat injury generally occurs through loss of water by excessive physiological activity. With the onset of abnormal heat many functional processes may accelerate, and if prolonged, injury will result. The most common indirect heat injury is reported to be "shock" to the plant resulting initially in a loss of sensitivity to environmental changes. The extent of the damage may be related to duration of exposure, and if recovery is possible, the time required is directly related to time of exposure. Before serious damage occurs many changes may take place. The temperature of the plant increases excessively above that of the environment, physiological activity is increased markedly, respiration exceeds photosynthesis significantly, and growth ceases at a temperature below that which is fatal. It is difficult to explain satisfactorily the basis for indirect heat injury. It is attributed by some to starvation of the plant through excessive metabolism and by others to a chemical breakdown of proteins at heat-killing temperatures. However obscure the basic cause may be, the net effect of excessive heat on plants is, at the
terminal foliage or a general drooping of succulent tissue from loss of turgor. In mature foliage which has acquired a degree of rigidity and hardness, first yellowing, then browning of thin tissues occurs between veins and at leaf margins. These areas at the end of the tree’s waterline are the first to reflect the inavailability of an adequate water supply. If the deficiency is sustained, premature defoliation similar to that in “midsummer leaf drop” may occur. Normally confined to leaf attachments, abscission may occur at nodes of small twigs under unusual conditions. Such abscission results in dropping of small twigs, some with leaves still attached. Examination of the separated nodes indicates that the stem tissue on both sides of the nodes has contracted. The zone of separation, which occurs at the center of nodes, is characterized by the same type of corky tissue typical of normal leaf abscission and formation of leaf scars. Because the separated twigs consist of secondary tissue more than one year in age, in spite of their small size, they are structured with rays. The rays are conspicuous on the severed ends, appearing as radial ridges or cork, like spokes in a wheel.

That deficiency of water may seriously injure small, young, or succulent plants or plant parts is obvious, but what significance does it have for large trees? Unless it is prolonged, relatively little direct damage may result. However, it may weaken such trees sufficiently to predispose them to predators and weakly parasitic fungi. But water deficiency may occur in various forms. If it occurs suddenly, it is often called “scorch” and is characterized by interveinal and marginal browning of leaves. If it develops gradually over a long period of time, yellowing, browning, defoliation, and twig abscission may develop in that order. In such cases older leaves or needles are characteristically shed first.

One type of water deficiency, known as “winter drying,” returns sporadically to plague us with its unpredictability of appearance. Such a phenomenon is only genuinely “winter drying” when it occurs while the ground is frozen. When air temperatures rise above freezing, and particularly when accompanied by drying wind, considerable moisture may be lost through evergreen foliage. Because the roots of such trees are icebound, the lost water cannot be replaced and the foliage dies. If drying is severe, twigs or even entire branches in addition to foliage may be killed back. Much of what passes for winter drying occurs after the ground has thawed in the spring, is really unrelated to winter or winter conditions, and occurs only because the soil is dry. Many thousands of ornamental evergreens are burned in this way each year, and much of this may be avoided by careful watering both in the fall and spring. Interestingly, in some northern states, the dieback and burning from cold injury and “spring drying” provides a needed service for unknowing homeowners. Many such owners, after paying premium prices for beautifully grown yews, do not realize that these trees must be pruned annually to maintain the same aesthetic compactness. Nature does the pruning for them, making it necessary for them to remove the brown, dead terminals with some attached live stem.

Scorching and burning of both evergreens and deciduous trees
sometimes results from what is called "physiological drouth." This type of water deficiency is caused by excessive concentration of salts in soils around roots of trees affected. Water moves physically away from areas of high activity of water molecules toward areas of less activity. Normally this makes it possible for water to move into roots from the surrounding soil, where the water activity is greater. But the presence of dissolved salts decreases molecular activity of the water outside the roots, so that instead of moving into roots, water moves out of them into soil. The result is inadequate water in plant tissues, water deficiency symptoms, and drying of terminal tissues. Physiological drouth may be caused by excessive fertilization, in which case the plant is said to be "burned." Large numbers of roadside trees exposed to washings from salted highways are now believed to be affected in this way. Not only may movement of water into plants be impaired, but of more serious consequence, small roots of trees in contact with concentrated salt solutions may be killed by toxicity as well as dehydration. Later, when the salt concentrations have leached away, even if water in root zones is abundant, the tree may be unable to absorb it as quickly as it is lost through transpiration, because its absorbing mechanism has been impaired. Once weakened, it then is vulnerable to the usual disintegrating invaders, the microbes and insects.

**Water Excess**

Just as water must undergo a steady flow through the plant, water in the soil around plants must change constantly. Associated with water in the soil, air is no less vital to root cells. Since water and air cannot occupy the same space at the same time, roots of most trees must be alternately bathed first in one and then in the other. When water is excessive, soil air is deficient, and *vice versa*. The air is necessary because, except for certain types of aquatic plants, almost all surface root cells require atmospheric oxygen for respiration. Water-soaked roots characteristically become cyanotic from lack of oxygen and acquire a blue-black discoloration. Unable to respire, they cannot survive. Without an effective absorbing root system, trees so affected may then suffer no longer from an excess of water, but from a deficiency instead.

Lack of adequate oxygen for tree roots is not the only adverse result of excess water. The roots may be sufficiently softened to predispose them to root-rotting fungi, and the watery environment may favor certain pathogens. But probably of greater significance, the water may bring a succession of changes in an entirely new world of microbial flora and fauna. One predictable result is an accelerated increase of anaerobic bacteria, and another is the synthesis by these bacteria of chemicals toxic to plant roots. Some authorities believe that such toxins may be of greater significance than the asphyxiation of roots through absence of oxygen.

Excess water around roots is directly related to drainage; and drainage is largely a function of soil texture and structure. Excessive fractions of clay in soils result in poor drainage, and excess of water here is the rule. Perhaps the most serious type of soil condition leading to excessive water around roots is a clay hardpan within a few feet of the soil surface. When extreme, such a hardpan may be impervious to water. Even if not impervious, drainage may be so slow as to be insignificant. If undetected when small trees are planted, a hardpan may become a problem only when the trees are large enough for their roots to be affected. Trees so placed have a limited depth for root development, and tend to develop shallow root systems near the soil surface. Because of this, in time of drought such trees may be badly deficient of water. With heavy rains, their roots become soaked, eventually to die. Often this is the type of site the new homeowner meets when he plants his first shade trees. If the soil does not consist of a hard base beneath the topsoil scraped off initially, it becomes thoroughly compacted in real estate developments; and if it has even a moderate clay fraction, it may approach a similar condition. When a thin layer of topsoil is added for lawn culture, the hidden tree trap is complete. Under these conditions only penetration of the clay by drilling will provide a permanent solution to avoid potential root damage by flooding.

**In Summation**

Although different factors of the natural environment are now recognized as primary causes of tree disease, the complexity of the interaction from them is but little understood. To attempt to understand how each one operates, we try to isolate them as separate, independent variables. But none of them operates by itself; each one influences and is influenced by the others. To further complicate the picture, each of them predisposes trees affected to a variety of infectious diseases, which, although secondary, may be none the less serious, often obscuring the primary cause of noninfectious origin. It is also significant that environmental conditions determine the conditions that make infectious disease possible, because infectious causes do not operate in a vacuum either. And finally, as man changes the natural environment and creates a synthetic one, in spite of his efforts to duplicate nature, he lacks the knowledge necessary. In the process of change and in the attempt to restore, he creates a wide variety of new conditions, whose impact on the physiology of trees, and thus on their pathology, we can foresee but dimly. It is certain that this area of pathology needs and will get more attention but only through basic research.
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